CGRP peptide and regenerating sensory axons.
CGRP peptide, a widely expressed constituent of sensory neurons, plays important roles in nerve function and repair when axons are severed. CGRP synthesis declines, yet peptide nonetheless accumulates in severed axon endbulbs. In this work we explore an apparent selective and ongoing expression of CGRP peptide in regenerative sensory axon sprouts. Following sural nerve crush in rats out to 14 days, regenerating and branching sensory axons had intense and selective expression of CGRP, not associated with endbulbs. Parent L4 and L5 perikarya and axons in the sural nerve proximal to crush, however, did not exhibit such heightened CGRP presence. Instead, back labeling of regenerating axons with fluorogold or diamidino yellow labeled perikarya with reduced CGRP expression. Similarly, ATF-3, a robust marker of axotomized neurons, was associated with reduced, rather than elevated expression of alphaCGRP mRNA. Unexpectedly, however, we identified an enlarged secondary population of intact uninjured neurons, frequently smaller and projecting to the dorsal horn with new and heightened intense CGRP expression but not ATF-3- or tracer-labeled. Distal regenerating sensory axons selectively express CGRP peptide despite reduced perikaryal content, a phenomenon not explained by simple accumulation. Having an injured neighbor neuron, however, may also paradoxically alter how CGRP is expressed in intact neurons.